IS YOUR GLOBAL WAN
DEVOPS FRIENDLY?
SD-WAN: Use Case
Telia Carrier’s SD-WAN service helps drive network
agility and continuity to support the enterprise
adoption of DevOps.
ENTERPRISE DEVOPS
Enterprise DevOps journeys are diverse.
Some journeys start due to existential
risks, some due to a significant need
to cut costs, and others begin with big

THE OVERLAY AND UNDERLAY: A
FUNCTIONAL BOND
A sustainable alignment between the
internet underlay and the intelligent
SD-WAN overlay will bear the potential

investments to unlock new business
opportunities. Whatever the reason,
for large global enterprises, embracing
DevOps is a transformative cultural
technology journey, focused on agility
and continuity of delivery.

to optimize network stability and
performance while scaling flexibility for
DevOps deployments.

SD-WAN: BOOST AGILITY
SD-WAN provides an opportunity for
enterprises to build, control, and manage
an intelligent overlay network for better
integration with cloud and internet
environments. Through application
awareness, automated policy control,
zero-touch provisioning, and other valueadded services, enterprises can implement
a modular and smart networking
architecture to operate faster.
INTERNET: GUARANTEE CONTINUITY
Modern enterprises should build internetscale operations and manage distributed,
globally accessible applications and
cloud services that are critical to the
DevOps flow and set of practices based on
continuous experimentation and feedback
loops. Telia Carrier’s SD-WAN service will
help enterprises avoid persistent Internet
underlay problems. We offer a choice
of internet access services that provide
high-bandwidth, dedicated connections
to reach specific sites, applications, and
cloud services around the world.

Data generated by DevOps pipelines
can traverse our internet backbone
network with fewer hops compared
to other internet service providers. We
directly connect more than 59% of the
global internet routing table, making
us the world’s best-connected internet
backbone network.

TOP 3 DEVOPS NEEDS

TEST ENVIRONMENTS
Using zero-touch provisioning
DevOps can have a new
secure connection for testing
environments within minutes.
CI/CD PIPELINE
Deploy applications in minutes,
on any platform, with
consistent user experience.
AUTOMATION

PARTNERSHIP: CULTURAL FIT
Technology partnerships are critical for
building the right DevOps environment.
We understand that enterprises expect
flexibility, responsiveness, and expertise
from us. We ensure customers are always
close to the technology of SD-WAN with
no unnecessary layering in between.
We help accelerate DevOps journeys with
better internet access and a structured
tiered on-boarding process to help
customers deploy a functioning SD-WAN
solution and experience a multitude of
benefits.

Automation of manual
networking tasks helps DevOps
on their own automation
journey.

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR
MORE INFORMATION ON
OUR
SD-WAN SERVICE
WWW.TELIACARRIER.COM

